Physical analysis of the terminal 270 kb of DNA from human chromosome 1q.
DNA from three 1q44-derived human telomeric yeast artificial chromosome clones was analyzed using physical mapping methods. The smallest clone, yRM2004 (65 kb), corresponded exactly to the distal end of the largest clone, yRM2123 (270 kb). The third clone, yRM2192, overlapped with the proximal end of yRM2123 but not the distal end, suggesting that it is most likely a deletion artifact of a clone originally derived from a 1q telomere fragment. Data from fluorescence in situ hybridization analysis, restriction mapping, and RecA-assisted restriction enzyme cleavage experiments indicate that the molecular clone yRM2123 contains a 260-kb DNA fragment colinear with a genomic telomere-terminal fragment from 1q. yRM2123 contains low-copy subtelomeric and subterminal repeats at its distal end, single-copy DNA more centromerically, and a CG-rich region with homology to mouse DNA. Markers derived from this clone will allow telomeric closure of the physical and genetic linkage maps of human chromosome 1q.